Abstract. The routing table is according to the routing protocol for the routing information in routing tables, and is the core of the routing protocol routing algorithms. In practical applications, the routing is a very complicated problem, because it is the result of all the nodes in the network coordination work together. Second, the routing of the environment is always changing, and this kind of change sometimes cannot know in advance, for example, appeared some faults in the network. In addition, when the network congestion occurs, in particular need to ease the congestion of routing strategy, but in these conditions, it is hard to get the required from all nodes in the network routing information. On this basis, put forward based on distance vector routing protocol (RIP), and its analysis and application.
Introduction
Routers forward data packet according to the routing table, so the routing information of the routing table is how to get? And The scale of the Internet is so big that making all of the router know how to get to all the network and routing table will become large, processing is a waste of time; on the other hand, some units is not willing to let the outside world understand its unit network layout details and routing strategy, but also hope to connect to the Internet. So the entire Internet is divided into many smaller units, called Autonomous systems (AS).An AS is also an Internet network, generally belong to the jurisdiction of the administrative unit, the jurisdiction of the department can decide within the AS adopt what kind of routing protocol, and according to the division of the AS Internet, routing protocols can be divided into Internal Gateway Protocol (IGP) and External Gateway Protocol (EGP) two categories.
Routing protocol is the core of the routing algorithms, different routing algorithms usually use different evaluation factors, weight and the calculation of the algorithm for optimal path. Below is the commonly used dynamic routing protocol, introduces routing information protocol RIP configuration and application.
The working principle
RIPv1 is the first widely used in the internal gateway protocol, it is a distributed vector routing protocol based on distance and its biggest advantage is simple. It requires that every router in the network to maintain distance record from itself to other purpose network distance record, namely distance vector.RIPv1 protocol "distance" is defined that a router to direct connection with network distance as1;a router to a indirectly connected network distance for the number of the transiting router +1."+ 1" because the destination network after direct delivery, and the distance to the direct connection of network is defined as 1.
RIPv1 protocol of "distance" is known as "Hop Count", because every router, plus one Hop. RIPv1 think that routing is a "good" through the fewer the number of the router, namely "short".RIPv1allows one path only including15routers.Therefore, the maximum "distance" of 16 is inaccessible. It is only applicable to small Internet. RIPv1 protocol can't load balancing feature, at the same time for multiple routing between two networks. RIPv1 select a route having least the router's routing, even if there is another high speed but more routers routing.
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RIPv2
Distance vector routing protocol uses hop count as a route choice of basic evaluation factor, RIPv1 protocol of convergence process faster, all the nodes in the autonomous system get the correct routing information process. Algorithm implementation simple configuration limitations are relatively simple: Simply use the "hop "evaluation of network path or a lack of comprehensive; Routing updates with neighboring routers on a regular basis for routing information exchange mechanism, easy to form a routing loop; Specified as 15 maximum hop count, have limited the size of the network; There are categories of routing protocol, does not support VLSM network -is designated to participate in the RIP routing updates having the same subnet mask.RIPv2 improves it.
RIPv2 protocol itself does not change much, but the performance is improved, still uses hop count as routing evaluation factor, maximum hop count is still 15. Improvement reflected in the following points: to provide the prefix routing, can send the subnet mask in routing updates information to support in the same autonomous system using VLSM. Provides authentication mechanism in the update information, increases the reliability and security of routing information; Changes in the RIP routing updating by broadcast mechanism, more efficient instead of 255.255.255.255 broadcast address is used to send routing updates.RIPv2 downward compatible RIPv1.
Algorithm implementation
The establishment of the routing table: router when just beginning to work, only know to directly connected network distance (the distance is defined as 1). Later, each router also with only a very limited number of adjacent routers exchange routing information and update. After several times to update, all of the routers will know finally reached the autonomous system in any network shortest distance and the next-hop router's address. Concrete steps is given below:
Receive adjacent routers (its address X) as a RIP message: Modify the RIP message of all items first: "next jump" in the address field are changed to X, and put all of the "distance+1" the value of the field.
Repeat the following steps to Modified RIP message every project If the purpose of network of project is not in the routing table, then add the project to the routing table; Otherwise, if the next-hop router address field given is the same, have received the project to replace the original project in the routing table; Otherwise, if received project of distance is less than the distance in the routing table, the update; otherwise, do nothing.
Application for example
Application example: the known router B routing table are shown in table 1. Put the table 3 and table 1 each line of the comparison:  Net1 of Line1in table 3 not in table 1, so add this line to table 1;Net2 of Line2 in table 3 and in table1 and the next-hop address is C, distance increases, so will update;Net3 of Line3 in table 3 not in  table 1, add this line to table 1;Net6 of Line4 of table 3 in table 1 
Summary
Analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of RIP, RIP including RIPv1 and RIPv2 two versions. RIPv1 protocol standard is before VLSM and CIDR, so does not support VLSM and CIDR, in the routing updates, not including the subnet mask, in the VLSM and CIDR network interconnection environment RIPv1 cannot be started. RIPv2 RIPv1 is improved version, it retains the most characteristics of RIP, strengthen the function of support VLSM and CIDR, in the routing updates will send subnet mask information.
